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Project 1: UI redesign of CDT data visual
Project overview:

When I started my role at dunnhumby, one of my first projects I was tasked with was
designing a new UI for the customer decisions tree data visual for the product. The
product I was assigned to was undergoing a complete re-platform since Flash was being
decommissioned in Dec. 2020. Along with the re-platform the team was using this
opportunity to create a better overall product by having UX/UI involvement from the very
beginning. With that, came a facelift of the current styles and a need to review the
basics of the functionality.

Early stages

My first action was to review the current tree design and
see what I was working with. I needed to understand the
functionality to know what components needed to be
designed for, but I also needed to understand the
interactivity of the UI states, as well as understand who
would be using this piece of the product. See above for
the original CDT tree and some attempts at design by
the PM team, before I was involved.

First draft
Understanding the functionality:

The functionality of the tree was for users to
be able to group products into different
“buckets” determined by shoppers behavior.
Similar products, were grouped together to
show relationships with one another. The
top of the tree represented the category as a
whole, and then the further down the
buckets go, would represent the more
granular groupings of the data.
There were 3 tiers of groupings, the root (1st
level), the decision nodes (2nd level), and the
need states (3rd level). The products were
then displayed in their relevant need states,
and the user was able to move these
products around the tree to regroup.
Based on my understanding of the
functionality and research, my first draft I
reviewed with the team can be seen here.

Final draft
After further reviewing,
testing, and research, I
finalized the UI in the screen
seen here. It not only met the
needs of the functionality and
included all the relevant
interactive states, but more
importantly users also loved
it! They found it much more
intuitive to use and really
appreciated the more modern
UI.

Project 2: Range functionality
Project overview:

One of the main pieces of functionality in the product was to allow the users to make
ranging decisions in their data table. The user needed to be able to force in, force out,
add, keep, and delete products within their data set, all while being able to still see
additional metrics on screen.

Early stages

Again, my first action was to review the functionality
requirements and start to understand how users used
this piece of functionality to make decisions. Here’s a
look at the original product designs before I was
involved. As you can see, the key to understanding the
interactions was quite complex and most users admitted
it was so difficult to learn that they exported the data
and used Excel instead.

Solution
After a month or so of research, and an
all-day workshop, I was able to present
an idea which solved for the different
states required for the user’s needs, as
well as an intuitive way for them to make
actions in the data table.

Project 3: UI empty states
Project overview:

As I was working on new styles for our design
library, I realized the need for empty state
illustrations. This was lacking from the current
design system and having illustrations to convey
empty data states was not only a nice aesthetic,
but a way to inform the user of what was
happening in the interface.

Solution

After reviewing the different types of empty
states we needed to account for, I designed 4
illustrations to add to our design library.
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